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1 INTRODUCTION
Gas storage caverns were developed mainly for sea-sonal storage, with one or a few cycles per year anda moderate gas-production rate between the maxi-mum and minimum operation pressures. Gas typical-ly is injected in the summer and withdrawn in winterwhen demand is higher. However, the needs of en-ergy traders are changing toward more aggressiveoperating modes, with large swings to take ad-vantage of buying and storing natural gas duringlow-demand periods (at low cost) to remove and sellit during high-demand periods (at a higher price).This implies faster flow rates and shorter recoveryperiods. This operation mode also is considered forCompressed Air Storage (CAES) facilities.
Cavern stability must be assessed when high-frequency cycles are performed. Numerical compu-tations raise specific problems. Temperature changescan be dramatic in a thin layer at a cavern wall.Stresses experience rapid changes in this thin layer.Time steps and sizes of the mesh elements must beselected carefully in order to prevent numerical in-accuracies. In this context, a comparison betweennumerical computations and closed-form solutions ishelpful. In Section 2, the case of a periodic gas tem-perature is considered. In Section 3, the elastic (in-stantaneous) stresses generated by rapid temperaturechanges are discussed. In Section 4, the energy bal-ance equation is established and some simplifica-tions allow for closed-form solutions, which can becompared to numerical computations. In Section 5,failure criteria are discussed briefly, and in Section
6, examples of numerical computations are present-ed.
2 TIME AND SPACE SCALES
2.1 Rule of thumb
When performing numerical computations includingfast pressure changes or high-frequency cyclic load-ing, the following spatial and time scales should beconsidered.
? Spatial scale: the thermally disturbed zone mustcontain at least several mesh elements in the radi-al direction. A well-adapted radial size ?xmax forthe largest elements is:
max /10x r? ? ? (1)
Where ?r= thickness of the thermally disturbedzone. Mesh elements should not be largerthan maxx? in the direction perpendicular to thecavern wall.
? Time scale: the size maxx? of the largest elementat the cavern wall must be small and the maxi-mum time step of the numerical computations,
max ,?t should be consistent. The time step must besuch that
2max max? ? ? saltt x nk (2)
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where n = 4 (resp. n = 6) for 2D (resp. 3D) computa-tions.
2.2 Temperature cycling
As an example, the following simplified problem isconsidered: cavern gas temperature is a sinusoidalfunction of time.? ? ? ?sin     2T t T T t? ? ? ?? ? ? ? (3)
where T = average gas temperature, ?T = amplitudeof the temperature cycle, ??= pulsation and??= cycleperiod.
Lestringant et al. (2010) gave the stationary tem-perature distribution in the rock mass as a functionof radius, r, and time, t, in the case of an idealizedspherical cavern. ? ?( , ) ,? ? ?salt saltT r t T T r t (4)
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where a = cavern radius, and saltk = salt thermal dif-fusivity ( -6 23×10  m /s is typical.saltk ? )
Figure 1 shows, when τ = 1 day, 10°CT ? and10°C,T? ? the temperature radial distribution at thevicinity of the cavern wall when gas temperaturereaches its maximum. Lestringant et al.’s closed-form solution is compared to finite-elements compu-tations performed using LOCAS software (Brouardet al., 2006). The above-mentioned rules of thumbwere respected. The stationary distribution associat-ed with the closed-form solution is reached after afew cycles and the thickness of the thermally dis-turbed zone is approximately ?r ≈1.8 m; it is practi-cally independent of cavern radius when this radiusis larger than 10 m.
Figure 2 shows the radial temperature distributionfor a cylindrical cavern when gas temperature isminimal in the case of sinusoidal thermal loadingwhen cycling period is one day. As expected, thethickness of the disturbed zone is similar to that inthe case of a smaller spherical cavern.
Figure 3 shows the radial temperature distributionfor a spherical cavern when gas temperature is min-imal in the case of a non-sinusoidal thermal loadingwhen cycling period is one day. The temperaturedistribution is similar to that in the case of a sinusoi-dal cycle; in particular, temperature still reaches apeak at a distance 3r r?? ? ? from cavern wall.
Figure 1. Spherical cavern: radial temperature distribution atthe vicinity of the cavern wall when gas temperature reaches itsmaximum value. Comparison between a finite-elements code(LOCAS) and a closed-form solution.
Figure 2. Cylindrical cavern: radial temperature distributionwhen gas temperature reaches its minimal value.
Figure 3. Small spherical cavern: radial temperature distribu-tion at the vicinity of the cavern wall, non-sinusoidal cycling.
2.3 Effect of cycling period
The effect of the cycling period on temperature dis-tribution in the rock mass is illustrated in Figure 4.LOCAS software was used. Cavern temperature wascycled over three different periods: one day, oneweek and one month. The radial temperature distri-bution is plotted after five cycles when gas tempera-ture and pressure are lowest. As can be inferred fromthe closed-form solution (5), the size of the disturbedzone increases with cycle period, or .? Furthermore,even when this period is relatively large, a tempera-ture peak still can be observed. From formula (5) itcan be inferred that, in this case, the thickness,,r?? of the disturbed zone from cavern wall to loca-tion of the temperature peak is a function of the cy-cling period which can be expressed as:
290 2saltr k? ??? ? (6)
where r ?? is in m, salt thermal diffusivity, ,saltk inm²/s, and cycling period, ,? in days.According to formulas (1), (2) and (6), max?t , thetime step to be used for 2D computations, is a linearfunction of the cycling period:
2max 100 200saltt r k ??? ? ? ? (7)For instance, the maximum time step for 2D nu-merical computations and daily cycling shouldbe max 200  day 23 mint ?? ? ?From these computations it can be inferred thatthe thermally disturbed zone at the vicinity of a cav-ern submitted to daily pressure/temperature changesremains thin, even when the cavern is large (dimen-sional analysis proves that thickness of the thermal-ly-disturbed zone is practically independent of cav-ern radius). Furthermore, as large thermo-elasticstresses are triggered by temperature/pressure varia-tions (see below), a very fine mesh of this disturbedzone is mandatory when finite-element or finite-difference computations are to be performed.
3 THERMOELASTICITY
3.1 Introduction
Salt-temperature variations, ? saltT , induced by cav-ern-pressure cycling, generate additional thermo-elastic stresses whose order of magnitude is.salt saltE ? Reasonable values of saltE and salt? lead to1 MPa/°C :salt saltE ? ? thermoelastic stresses have adramatic influence on stress distribution in a thinzone at the cavern wall and they must be computedaccurately. Closed-form solutions exist when simpleshapes are considered. Table 1 gives additionalstresses due to temperature variation, ? ? ,saltT r? in thesalt.
Figure 4. Small spherical cavern: radial temperature distribu-tion at the vicinity of the cavern wall, effect of cycling period.
Table 1. Thermoelastic additional stresses for simple shapes.
Additional stress Sphericalshape Cylindricalshape
Radial ? ??? rr r ? ?32 I rr?? ? ?2a J rr ?? ??? ?? ?
Tangential ? ????? r ? ?? ?3
?
?
?
? ? salt
I rr T r
? ?? ?3
?
?
?
? ? salt
I rr T r
Vertical ? ??? zz r ? ?saltT r?? ? ? ?saltT r?? ?
where ? ?1 ,salt salt saltE? ? ?? ? ? ?,salt saltE ? = salt elasticparameters, ?salt = coefficient of thermal expansionof salt and ? ?I r and ? ?J r are integrals defined asfollows:
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?2r rsalt salta aI r u T u du J r u T u du? ? ? ?? ? (8)
4 ENERGY BALANCE
A differential equation for energy balance in a gascavern was first established in ATG (1986):? ?v p e cPmC T VT m C T T qT ? ??? ?? ? ? ?? ??? ?? ? ? (9)
where P, T, m, ρ, V are gas pressure, temperature,mass, density and volume, respectively. Cp and Cvare gas heat capacities, r = Cp–Cv. Te is thetemperature of the injected gas; ?? ?m mwhen
0??m (gas injection) and 0??m when 0m ?? (gas
withdrawal). The left-hand side of (9) is the
derivative of the gas internal energy minus thepower of the external forces; the right-hand side isthe flux of enthalpy originating in gas injection plusthe heat flux qc from the rock mass through thecavern walls:
??
?? ? ?? saltc salt Tq K dan (11)
where 6 W/m-K?saltK = salt thermal conductivity.Temperature evolution in the rock mass isgoverned by heat conduction:
salt
T k Tt? ? ?? (12)
where 63 10  m² ssaltk ?? ? = salt thermal diffusivity.This equation must be completed by the gas equa-tion of state:? ?,?PV mrTZ P T (13)
where Z = Z(P,T) is a corrective factor (« compress-ibility factor »).Cavern closure rate can be written as:
= vpcV V P? ??? ? ? (14)where c? is the « hole-in-the-salt » coefficient ofcompressibility, which depends on cavern shape andelastic properties of the rock mass; ??vp is the cavernviscoplastic closure rate, which depends on rockmass constitutive behavior, cavern shape, cavernpressure history and rock mass temperature.This full set of equations, (9) to (14), must besolved when performing numerical computations.However, a couple of simplifications allow captur-ing the main features of temperature evolution andprovides closed-form solutions, which are used tocheck the accuracy of numerical computations:
1. Z(P,T) = 1 is an acceptable approximation;however, it is more accurate for air than fornatural gas.2. In (14), the coefficient of compressibility, orβc≈ 1-2 10-4/MPa, is small when compared togas compressibility, or 1/P; vp?? , or caverncreep closure, is slow in a not-too-deep cav-ern. When these quantities are neglected,cavern volume is constant, V = V0 and
0.??m V
Equation (9) takes the simple form:? ?? ? ? ?? ? ?v p e cmC T rTm m C T T q (15)
and the following cases can be considered:
? During a standstill, 0,??m no gas is injectedor withdrawn from the cavern, and tempera-ture evolution can be described by the fol-lowing equation:
??v cmC T q (16)
Fluid temperature changes are much fasterthan in a brine-filled cavern (because
v gasmC is much smaller than v brinemC ), andfaster still when gas mass (and pressure) aresmall.
? During gas withdrawal, 0,??m (9) can bewritten:
? ?? ?v cmC T rTm q (17)
Should gas withdrawal be extremely fast, theright-hand side of (17) could be neglected; tempera-ture evolution would be adiabatic( cste).vr CTm ? However, in an actual cavern, gaswithdrawal is not fast enough to be adiabatic; whengas withdrawal is slow enough, pressure drops downfirst, but may increase at the end of the withdrawalphase, as observed by Crotogino et al. (2001) duringan air withdrawal at the Huntorf CAES.
? During gas injection, 0,??m (9) can be re-written: ? ?? ? ?? ?v p e v cmC T m C T C T q (18)
And here again, when gas injection is extremelyfast, qc can be neglected:? ? ? ?0 0? ? ?p e v p e vm m C T C T C T C T (19)
where m0 and T0 are gas mass and temperature whengas injection starts.
These closed-form solutions can be used to checknumerical computations accuracy.
? After many cycles, when heat flux qc can beneglected (a somewhat unrealistic assumption),gas temperature tends to asymptotic values:? ? ? ?? ? ? ?1max 1 1min 1 1 1eeT T K KT T K K K?????? ?? ? ? ??? ? ? ??? (20)
where p vC C? ? and min maxK P P? is the ratio be-tween minimum and maximum gas pressures.
5 STABILITY — FAILURE CRITERIA
When dealing with fast pressure changes, cyclingloading and cavern stability, the onset of tensilestresses and salt dilation at the cavern wall must bediscussed.
5.1 Tension criterion
When tensile stresses develop at cavern wall, there isa risk of salt fracturing and spalling. The followingtwo criteria can be considered.
? No Tension — This criterion stipulates that nomain stress must be tensile:
max 0? ? (21)
where max? is the least compressive of the threeprincipal stresses.
? No tensile effective stress at cavern wall — Thiscriterion stipulates that the effective tangentialstresses ?eff at cavern wall must be negative:
0eff tt P? ?? ? ? (22)
where tt? is the less compressive tangential stress.This criterion is much more demanding than the“No-tension” criterion. It is not met when a gas-filled cavern is submitted to a fast and large pressureincrease. It must be noted that the relevance of thiscriterion (Brouard et al., 2007) has not been investi-gated fully yet.
5.2 Dilation criterion
When shear stresses are large enough (when com-pared to the mean stress) salt micro-fracturing anddilation take place. These lead to an increase in per-meability and a loss of rock strength. Various crite-ria were suggested in the literature, see Figures 18and 19.
6 NATURAL-GAS-STORAGE LOADINGSCENARIO
6.1 Numerical computations
Numerical computations were performed usingLOCAS software (Brouard et al., 2006), which al-lows computation of fully coupled gas thermo-dynamical and rock thermo-mechanical evolutions.
6.2 Considered cavern
A 560,000 m3axisymmetric gas-filled cavern is con-sidered. The top of the cavern is at a 1350-m depth,cavern shape is cylindrical and it is 300 m high. Themesh used for numerical computations is shown onFigure 5. The number of elements is 13,988 andtheir size at cavern wall is 20 cm. Geostatic pressureis applied at the right boundary of the mesh at a 600-m distance from cavern axis.
Figure 5. Close-up of the mesh used for computations.
6.3 Salt properties
Munson &Dawson (1984) constitutive law was se-lected to describe salt behavior. Creep parametersare given in Table 2. Steady-state parameters (A, n,Q/R) are those of Etrez salt (Bérest et al., 2001);transient creep parameters were given by Munson(1999) for Avery Island salt.
Table 2. Considered Munson-Dawson creep parameters.
Parameters Units Value
A /MPan-yr 0.64
n — 3.1
Q R K 4100
m ― 3
w? ― -13.2
w? ― -7.738
0K /MPam-yr 7×10-7
? ― 0.58
c /K 0.00902
6.4 Cavern loading
The considered evolution of cavern pressure isshown on Figure 6. Cavern leaching duration is 700days; leaching is followed by a 50-day long periodduring which cavern pressure remains halmostatic.Cavern debrining is 250-day long. At the end of de-brining the cavern is filled with gas whose pressureis 23 MPa. From that moment the cavern is submit-ted to both seasonal and micro-cycling pressure var-iations for 10 years. Every year the cavern experi-ences a 70-day long pressure drop from 23 to 8 MPa,then the pressure is kept around minimum pressureduring 90 days, it is followed by a 70-day long pres-sure increase from 8 to 23 MPa. The pressure then iskept around maximum pressure during 135 days.
Figure 6. Evolution of cavern pressure.
As displayed in Table 3, two scenarios are con-sidered for micro-cycling variations. In both cases,cavern pressure is increased and decreased daily by± 0.5 MPa. Withdrawal and compression operationsare of the same durations in scenario #1. Withdrawalis much faster than compression in scenario #2. Fig-ure 7 shows a comparison between the two scenariosin the vicinity of the first pressure minimum (pointA). According to the rules explained in Section 2.1,a maximum time step of 0.02 day (30 min) is appliedduring cycling.
Table 3. Characteristics of the two micro-cycling scenarios.
Scenario #1 Scenario #2
Withdrawal duration(hours) 12 3Withdrawal rate(MPa/day) 2 8Compression duration(hours) 12 21Compression rate(MPa/day) 2 1.1
Figure 7. Cavern pressure evolutions for the two scenarios inthe vicinity of the first minimal pressure period.
6.5 Computations results
Figure 8 shows the evolution of cavern volume dur-ing cycling. Volume variations are the same for bothscenarios. Volume loss is approximately 7% after 10years.
Figure 8. Evolution of cavern volume during cycling.
Computed evolution of cavern gas temperature isshown in Figure 9. Over the long term, cavernaverage temperature decreases and tends to movetoward a temperature slightly warmer than thetemperature of the injected gas (40°C).
Figure 10 and 11 show the evolution of gastemperature when cavern pressure is lowest at thebeginning of the first and last cycles. Minimumtemperatures are very close for both scenarios,which means that the heat flux from the rock mass issmall. Figure 12 shows radial distribution oftemperature at a 1550-m depth for both scenariosduring the first and second pressure minimums ofthe first cycle.
Figure 9. Evolution of gas temperature.
Figure 10. Evolution of gas temperature at first pressure mini-mums during first seasonal cycle.
Figure 11. Evolution of gas temperature around pressure mini-mum during last seasonal cycle.
Figure 12. Radial distribution of salt temperature for both sce-narios at first and second pressure minimum during first sea-sonal cycle.
Maximum principal stress in the vicinity of thecavern at first and second pressure minimum (pointsA and A’ on Fig. 7) are shown in Figure 13 and 14,respectively. In both cases, there are no tensilestresses at cavern wall, even if, after a rapid pressuredrop, max? is slightly less compressive. Yearly anddaily pressure drops are too slow and too small, re-spectively, to generate large tensile stresses.Contour plot of dilation Factor of Safety at se-cond pressure minimum (point A’) is given in Figure15. DeVries dilation criterion and Cayuta salt pa-rameters (DeVries, 2006) were considered. Thethickness of the dilation zone (FOS<1) is in the or-der of cavern radius (25 m).
Figure 16 shows radial distribution of effectivestress at a 1550-m depth for both scenarios at first,and second pressure minimums during the first sea-sonal cycle. There is no tensile effective stress at thefirst pressure minimum (A), but tensile effectivestresses appear at the second pressure minimum (A’)and the thicknesses of the tensile zone are 19 cm and33 cm in scenario #1 and #2, respectively. Figure 16shows the same distribution for the last cycle.
In Figure 18 and 19, the path followed by the stateof stresses in the invariants plane during the 10-yearlong cycling period is represented together with fourdilation criteria, the Spiers (1988), Ratigan (1991)criteria and the two DeVries (2006) criteria for com-pression and extension, respectively. Parametersgiven by DeVries (2006) for Cayuta salt are consid-ered. The state of stress is computed at cavern wall,at a 1550–m depth, a location which can be consid-ered as representative of the mechanical behavior ofthe cavern main body. When Spiers or Ratigan crite-ria are considered, no dilatancy occurs during cy-cling, proving that results are extremely sensitive tothe selected dilation criterion.
Figure 13. Scenario #2 - Maximum principal stress ?max(leastcompressive) at first pressure minimum during first seasonalcycle (point A).
Figure 14. Scenario #2 - Maximum principal stress ?max (leastcompressive) at second pressure minimum during first seasonalcycle (point A’).
Figure 15. Scenario #2 – Factor of Safety for dilation at secondpressure minimum during first seasonal cycle (point A’).
Figure 16. Radial distribution of effective stress for scenarios#1 and #2 at first and second pressure minimums during thefirst seasonal cycle.
Figure 17. Radial distribution of effective stress for scenarios#1 and #2 at first and second pressure minimums during thelast seasonal cycle.
Figure 18. Scenario #1 – Evolution of the state of stress in theinvariants plane.
Figure 19.Scenario #2 – Evolution of the state of stress in theinvariants plane.
7 CONCLUSIONS
Thermal and mechanical computations of gas stor-age caverns submitted to fast pressure changes or
high frequency cycles require refined grids andsmall time-steps. Rules of thump are suggested.Closed-form solutions, allowing for comparisonwith numerical computations, are provided. It isproved that these rules must be taken into accountaccurate numerical computations are needed.
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